Cookbook template instructions
Thank you so much for contributing to the cookbook!
Here is some guidance on filling out the template.
We have an example recipe kindly provided by the Goodwin family.
We have used a Word document to make it easier to access.
1) Title box and bi-line:
Please give us the name of your recipe, it can be as quirky and as fun as you like!
2) Family name etc (blue font):
This is for your family name/child’s name and class. These are all optional.
3) “Story behind the recipe”:
In this box you can add up to 70 words about why you have chosen this dish. Is it a recipe
that has been in the family for generations, or something that was inspired from your
travels, a recipe you discovered in lockdown, or simply that quick “go to” meal that is always a
hit with family and friends?!
4) Photo box (blue box) :
We would love to include a photo of your dish with or without your child/children.
5) Ingredients box:
Please provide a full list of ingredients with measurements, you can include brand names or
“cheat” ingredients that you think work best for your dish. If your ingredients can only be
found in specialist shops then please let us know or if they are known by more than one name
that would be useful to know too.
6) Instructions box:
Please provide the recipe in “paragraph” form, as per the “Goodwin example”, rather than
bullet points. This will make it easier for us to provide a consistent format.
Please include all essential instructions and any hints or tips.
Let us know how many people your recipe serves.
We will be editing and formatting the recipes to make sure the cookbook looks great, but
don’t be alarmed - we won’t edit out any important details!
Please email the completed template to the PFA on crowleespfa@gmail.com
Thank you for again for getting involved in this PFA venture!

